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"Open Source
Software Flaws Rise
by 130% in 2019"

This month we released our latest vulnerability research
report, RiskSense Spotlight Report: The Dark Reality of Open
Source.
From this we achieved more press coverage than ever – obviously
Open Source is a hot topic in the industry. It should be with open
source software (OSS) being used in nearly 96 percent of all
commercial codebases, according a recent report.
This report comes after the RiskSense Spotlight Report: Cracks in
the Foundation of Web and Application Frameworks. If you haven't
noticed the trend, applications are increasingly important for most
organizations, so Application Security is a growing concern.
Full Spectrum Risk-Based Vulnerability Management is needed to
incorporate Application vulnerability risk with Infrastructure risk. We
are scheduling training with our Partners in the next few weeks as a
pre-cursor to announcing new capabilities that will accelerate how
organizations can cost-effectively manage vulnerability risk across
all types of assets, including applications. We'll show you the
changes to the RiskSense platform that deliver vulnerability risk
and exposure from applications in development through to
production with threat-context prioritization.
Check your schedules for the training, you don't want to miss it.
The RiskSense Team

RiskSense in the News
DHS CISA AND FBI Share List of Top
10 Most Exploited Vulnerabilities
Office is the most exploited technology, followed
by Apache Struts. One of RiskSense's early
research reports was mentioned as the Apache
Struts vulnerability still lingers. This is alert

reinforces the fact that active exploits leverage
vulnerabilities that have been known for years,
and not always deemed CVSS Critical.
Read Full Article

RiskSense Updates
DHS-CISA-FBI Top 10 - System Filter
Within 24 hours of the DHS CISA and FBI Alert
being released, the RiskSense team released a
new System Filter. Now, with one click
organizations can quickly assess what assets
are at risk without having to dig into and report
on individual CVEs. Share with your prospects
and see if they would like a demo.

RiskSense Spotlight Report:
The Dark Reality of Open Source
Open source software (OSS) is now a major part
of every organization’s attack surface and
organizations are being blindsided by the
increased risk to their security posture.
RiskSense looked at the 50 most popular OSS
projects and their vulnerability trends.
RiskSense has shared this and supporting
marketing materials with our Partners as a
Campaign-in-a-Box. Ask your team if they are
taking advantage of this resource.
Download the Research Report
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